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A B S T R A C T   

Renewable ocean energy is an alternative that will help reduce carbon emissions into the atmosphere. However, 
there is uncertainty about potential environmental impacts of the technologies involved, because these are new 
and untested, and methods for the evaluation and monitoring of environmental impacts are scarce. We per-
formed a systematic literature review (well-structured and organized, always looking for the same terms), fol-
lowed by a systemic analysis in which we considered the interactions between environmental stressors, effects, 
receptors, and their responses. We found that most studies are theoretical revisions and modelling exercises, 
although field and laboratory experiments and observations are beginning to accumulate. Environmental 
stressors are features in the environment (energy-harvesting devices) that modify the natural dynamics of the 
system. The effects are the changes in the environment induced by the stressors; the most frequently 
acknowledged and measured are noise, collision, habitat change, hydro-sedimentary dynamics and wave mod-
ifications. The receptors of these changes are marine fauna, such as mammals, fish, sea birds, and benthic 
communities, as well as the shoreline. Their corresponding responses include behaviour, injuries/death, 
biodiversity loss, alterations in food webs and shoreline change. Once the different components of the envi-
ronmental impacts are identified, it is important to develop monitoring and mitigation strategies to prevent, or 
minimize, environmental damage. Ocean energy is a promising option to reduce CO2 emissions into the atmo-
sphere, but the implementation of adequate monitoring and mitigation technologies requires multidisciplinary 
efforts to obtain effectively clean, renewable energy and to maintain healthy and functional ecosystems.   

1. Introduction 

Global demand for energy is continually increasing and thus, various 
alternatives are being explored to satisfy these needs [1,2]. As 
fossil-fuels become scarcer, and to reduce CO2 emissions into the 

atmosphere to mitigate climate change, renewable energy production 
has become increasingly relevant. World total renewable energy ca-
pacity is currently 2,532,899 MW [1], but this is not produced equally 
among countries or continents. Nearly 60% of the present renewable 
energy production capacity is concentrated in Asia and Europe [1]. 
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Marine energy production follows the same trends: tidal and OTEC are 
mostly found in Europe and Asia; wave energy in Europe, South Africa, 
central and South America; salinity gradient in Europe [3]. 

Hydrokinetic energy generated in the oceans (Marine Renewable 
Energy – MRE), such as that harvested from tides, currents, waves, 
thermal and salinity gradients, has great potential for the generation of 
electric power [4]. In particular, tidal and stream energy production are 
projected to increase noticeably in the coming decades [3]. This is 
especially relevant given that half of the global population living in 
cities with over 100,000 inhabitants are within 100 km from the coast 
[5]. So, the potential population that could benefit from MRE is sub-
stantial. Many different MRE technologies are being developed and 
trialled: some are floating devices, others are submerged or anchored to 
the seabed. Electricity can be harvested from the movement of water 
through waves, currents, and tides, as well as differences in temperature 
and salinity (see detailed explanations of their functioning in Refs. [3, 6, 
7]. 

Compared with other ocean energy-related devices, there has been 
more progress in the deployment of offshore wind-farms in recent years 
(see Thethys database https://tethys.pnnl.gov/). Studies on electricity 
production from wind energy account for a total of 3,730, and of these, 
1,736 focus on offshore deployments. In turn, there are 2,484 ocean 
energy studies, mostly dealing with tidal (904) and wave (695). The 
differences between wind and ocean energy deployments probably stem 
from the economic investments in each [3], as well as inland experience 
with wind energy. 

Indeed, the technology of ocean energy harvesting has yet to be fully 
developed. There are a vast number of devices (wave, tidal, currents, 
thermal), as well as locations (remote, metropolitan, offshore, near-
shore), under consideration. Thus, it is likely that in the near future, 
there will be a substantial increase in the number of devices in a growing 
number of countries [8]. While this occurs, the environmental impacts 
should be monitored, mitigated, and kept at a minimum, so that 
risk-related uncertainties are reduced [9,10]. In other words, although 
promising, the development of these new technologies comes with 
environmental concern [11–13]. In a similar vein, wind energy pro-
duction is also a clean energy alternative; however, it causes death and 
injury to birds and bats through collision with the turbine blades, while 
human well-being may be affected by noise and shadow flicker [14]. 

It is thus necessary to understand the environmental baseline 
(including physical, geomorphological, chemical and biological fea-
tures) at the project sites, while addressing the relationships between the 
natural environment and the energy-producing devices [15]. This 
knowledge will assist in establishing monitoring methodologies and 
mitigation strategies that are required to minimize the environmental 
impacts of the new technologies. It is critical to determine how much 
energy can be generated from the oceans and to choose locations and 
conditions in which the functionality of marine and coastal ecosystems 
will not be drastically affected by the new technology. This is of the 
utmost importance as coastal ecosystems are fundamental in the pro-
tection of our coasts in the face of climate change. 

Because this technology is new, potential environmental impacts are 
largely unknown and have not been explored in detail. This is particu-
larly complex because: a) the physical-geographical environment, the 
presence of human settlements and the location of suitable sites vary 
greatly; b) habitats, ecosystems, species and food webs that can be 
potentially affected are very diverse, and include marine as well as 
coastal and terrestrial habitats; c) the oceans and coasts are very dy-
namic and spatially heterogeneous and therefore, the impacts and 
mitigation strategies may be site-specific; and d) as there are many new 
technologies, their interactions with the environment (hydrodynamic, 
geomorphologic, chemical, biotic, ecological and socioeconomic) are 
also multiple [6]. 

In addition, the theoretical background and methodological strate-
gies to assess the environmental impacts of MRE and determine moni-
toring timeframes and mitigation actions are also still incipient [16]. 

Boehlert and Gill [17] and McMurry [18] developed a theoretical 
framework to evaluate the environmental effects of ocean energy, which 
includes the potential impacts across different temporal and spatial 
scales and considers stressors and receptors. 

While the theoretical framework of Boehlert and Gill [11] is an 
excellent starting point, much remains to be done to effectively assess, 
and consequently mitigate, the potential environmental impacts of new 
ocean energy devices. Unanticipated side-effects may arise if cause and 
effect are considered linearly and with a limited set of variables. In 
complex systems, such as ocean energy harvesting and environmental 
impact, causes and effects are often indirect, and vary over time and 
space. Hence, a systems-thinking approach may be useful to consider 
multiple interactions and feedbacks. In its simplest form, this approach 
would consider four interacting elements: climate change mitigation, 
ocean energy production, environmental impacts (direct) and side ef-
fects (unexpected or indirect) (Fig. 1). In this case, ocean energy pro-
duction reduces the emission of CO2 into atmosphere and thus, helps 
mitigate climate change. In addition, ocean energy production may 
affect the environment with negative (i.e. habitat degradation and loss 
of species) or positive (protection of locations with MRE devices) side 
effects. If the environmental conditions are improved, then MRE 
deployment may also be beneficial for climate change mitigation and 
thus, ocean energy production could be promoted. In brief, a 
systems-thinking approach is useful because: a) the focus is integrating 
information from different sources and types; b) it examines the linkages 
and interactions between the components that comprise the defined 
system; and c) it is a cognitive process for studying and understanding 
systems of any kind [19]. 

Based on the above, in this study, we performed an extensive and 
systematic (well-structured, always looking for the same trends) litera-
ture review, looking for the potential environmental impacts of ocean 
energy harvesting. Our findings were later analysed with a systemic 
approach, in which the interactions between the different elements were 
explored (Fig. 2): stressors, effects, receptors and responses.  

• Environmental stressors are features in the environment that 
modify the natural dynamics of the system. This refers to energy- 
harvesting devices (installation, operation and decommission).  

• Effects refers to changes in the environment that occur with the 
implementation of renewable energy techniques during construc-
tion, installation, operation and decommission. The intensity, fre-
quency, spatial arrangement and density of the energy-producing 
devices are highly relevant, since in extreme conditions their impacts 
may become catastrophic. Examples of impacts are noise and ob-
stacles with which the fauna collides. In turn, changes in the envi-
ronment may alter the functioning of the energy-producing devices. 

Fig. 1. Scheme showing the feedback between potential environmental impacts 
of ocean energy harvesting. 
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• Environmental receptors are elements from the ecosystems that 
respond to, and are affected by, the effects generated by the stressors. 
Receptors include different levels of biological organization (in-
dividuals, populations, communities, and ecosystems), and include 
biotic processes, such as species interactions and food webs. Re-
ceptors also comprise the abiotic elements of the environment, such 
as the shoreline, water column, and ocean floor. The receptors could 
potentially affect the functioning of the energy producing devices.  

• Finally, the responses refer to how these receptors change. These 
responses vary according to different timescales of the stressors 
(short or long-term, single or multiple events), and can be cumula-
tive. Examples of responses are injuries and death. If injuries and 
deaths are considered significant, then it may be necessary to alter 
the devices to minimize this risk. 

The interactions between the four elements are multiple and com-
plex. The stressors (energy-harvesting devices) modify the environment 
(effect) in such a way that different receptors are affected and thus 
respond according to the new conditions. In turn, changes in the envi-
ronment (effects) and the receptors may modify the functioning of the 
stressors (for instance, collisions of the fauna with the devices). Simi-
larly, the responses of the receptors (i.e., biofouling on the new sub-
strates) may also affect the functioning of the stressors. Given this 
complexity, a systems-thinking approach is useful to find the direct and 
indirect environmental effects as well as side-effects that were 
unanticipated. 

The amount of scientific literature which focuses on the potential 
impacts of ocean energy production has gradually increased over recent 
years, since its first mention almost 20 years ago (see, for example, 
revision in Refs. [11,20–22], and the Tethys database https://tethys. 
pnnl.gov/). In this paper we analysed the evidence, gathered so far, 
which focuses on the potential environmental impacts of ocean energy 
harvesting. We explored different types of evidence: literature reviews, 
laboratory experiments, numerical and physical modelling, workshops, 
field observations, theoretical analyses, interviews and new methods 
(such as monitoring strategies or spatially explicit analyses). We 
considered the possible interactions between the stressors and their ef-
fects, with the receptors and their corresponding responses. In addition, 
we also explored possible mitigation strategies and conditions that can 
be implemented to minimize environmental impacts. The article is 
structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the reader to the literature 
review, which was based on the database Web of Science. A synthesis of 
these findings is presented in this section. Then, Section 3 shows the data 
analyses of the findings, using multivariate methods as well as a Sankey 
diagram. Finally, Section 4 discusses these findings, by comparing the 
results from this study with those from previous studies. This last section 
identifies information gaps, describes and analyses the caveats of the 
study, showing how these can be approached in the future. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Predicted impacts and supporting evidence 

This study is based on a literature search performed in Web of Sci-
ence (covering 1990 to December 2020, consulted in March 2021), 
selecting peer-reviewed literature. The following search string and 
conditions were used: TS=(("ocean energy" OR "wave energy" OR "tide 
energy" OR "ocean thermal energy conversion" OR "salinity gradient") 
AND ("environment* impact" OR habitat OR ecolog* OR biodiversity)), 
and the indexes consulted were: SCI-EXPANDED (Science Expanded), 
SSCI (Social Sciences), A&HCI (arts and humanities), CPCI–S (Confer-
ence Proceedings Citation Index- Science), CPCI-SSH (Social Science & 
Humanities), BKCI–S (Book citation index), BKCI-SSH (Book citation 
index. Social sciences & humanities) Timespan = All years (1990–2020). 

2.2. Data analyses 

The literature that we found was downloaded in *.bib format and 
then analysed with R-library Bibliometrix [23]. With this, we explored 
the most frequent words mentioned in the literature, the countries 
where these studies were carried out, and the journals in which they 
were published. 

We then performed a more detailed revision and looked for the sci-
entific publications that directly addressed the environmental impacts of 
MRE devices, finding a total of 196. After reading and reviewing these 
articles, we created a new database with the information from each 
study: energy type, environmental stressors, environmental effects, 
environmental receptors, and their corresponding responses, following 
our systemic approach. With this, we generated Sankey diagrams [24], 
which are flow diagrams in which the width of the arrows is propor-
tional to the flow rate. This was useful to analyse the flows between 
environmental stressors, their effect, receptors and their responses. 
Sankey diagrams also helped to identify the most important contribu-
tions to a flow; in our case, they helped find the variables most 
frequently studied when assessing the environmental impacts of MRE 
devices. 

Finally, we performed a multivariate analysis (Principal Component 
Analysis-PCA) [25], which is useful to find statistical patterns and trends 
in large correlated multivariate databases. PCA are used in exploratory 
data analysis and are useful in making predictive models. In our case, 
such analyses were performed to determine the variables that are 
mentioned in the literature as frequently interacting. We used the rela-
tive frequency (the relative frequency that each term was mentioned in 
the literature), and the PCA used centred and standardized data, and an 
orthogonal rotation to maintain the perpendicularity between the 
ordination axes. 

3. Results 

3.1. Literature review 

We found a total of 16,432 references that mentioned at least one of 
the alternatives for marine renewable energy production, using the 
following search string: TS=(("ocean energy" OR "wave energy" OR "tide 
energy" OR "ocean thermal energy conversion" OR "salinity gradient"); 
561 publications used “Marine Renewable Energy”, and 752 “Ocean 
energy”. This highlights the current interest in the topic. Despite its 
importance, studies on the potential environmental impacts of MRE 
devices are generally lacking, and only a small percentage of the liter-
ature mentioned the environment (Table 1). Furthermore, we observed a 
time lag of 10–23 years between studies dealing on how to transform 
ocean energy into electric power, and those focused on potential envi-
ronmental impacts (Table 1). Most of the studies come from only a 
handful of countries; USA, China, Japan, Spain, Ireland and England. 
Ireland and Scotland also have noteworthy contributions to the study of 

Fig. 2. Systemic interactions between the four elements that interact in the 
assessment of potential environmental impacts of ocean energy extraction. 
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the environmental impact of MRE (specifically, tidal). 
Diverse methods were used to explore the potential environmental 

impacts of MRE (Table 2). Most of the studies are literature reviews and 
modelling exercises (40 and 26% respectively). In these, the potential 
environmental impacts are determined based on previous findings on 
how natural coastal and ocean ecosystems respond to different types and 
levels of disturbances (natural and human-related). Because the data-
bases are often incomplete, modelling exercises are a valuable, 

commonly used tool that helps fill the gaps when empirical data are not 
available. Assessments using field observations are becoming increas-
ingly frequent, and these studies will probably render relevant infor-
mation under field conditions. Other significant methods are workshops, 
interviews and spatial analyses. In combination, they will help deter-
mine more precisely the potential environmental impacts from different 
points of view. Studies with an environmental approach have been 
performed in 30 countries, but mostly in Scotland, UK and USA 
(Table 2). Nevertheless, it is very important to promote site-specific 
studies, because local environmental conditions determine the type of 
energy that can be used, as well as the receptors that will potentially be 
affected. Indeed, a robust biological and physicochemical baseline 
dataset is needed to fully understand pre- and post-conditions of the 
functioning MRE devices already operating [15]. Furthermore, these 
databases should capture daily, seasonal and annual variations of the 
natural environmental conditions. 

3.2. System approach (environmental stressors, effects, receptors and 
responses) 

The generation of electric power from devices located in the ocean 
relies on the dynamic features of the abiotic environment, which, in 
turn, is paralleled by the dynamic and diverse nature of the biotic 
environment. Thus, it is essential to guarantee that their interactions 
will be maintained with the construction of new infrastructure. To 
achieve this, it is necessary to have information on the presence and 
absence of species, and to have a baseline for the natural variations in 
the biological components (abundance, distribution and interactions), at 
different stages of the project (before, during development, piloting and 
operation). These environmental concerns can be explored considering 
the environmental stressors and their effects on the receptors and their 

Table 1 
Findings of the literature review performed to explore the studies aimed at 
determining the environmental impact of ocean hydrokinetic energy. The dates 
in brackets indicate the year in which the earliest study was found. The per-
centage of environmental studies refers to those that explore environmental 
impacts, for each type of energy. The three countries with the largest number of 
studies are shown. More than three countries are mentioned when they share the 
same number of publications.  

Type of 
Energy 

Total number of 
references 

Environmental impact 
studies 

Environmental 
studies (%) 

Ocean 752 (1980) 96 (1998) 12 
Top 3 USA, China, Spain USA, China, Ireland  
Wave 871 (1983) 49 (2006) 6 
Top 3 USA, China, Japan USA, Italy, China  
Tidal 1450 (1980) 209 (1990) 14 
Top 3 USA, England, 

China 
USA, England, 
Scotland  

OTEC 401 (1980) 31 (1995) 8 
Top 3 USA, Japan, China USA, Japan, France- 

China  
Salinity 12 (1987) 2 (2009) 17 
Top 3 China, USA, 

England 
Germany, China   

Table 2 
Percentage of studies that explore the environmental impact of ocean energy, performed with different approaches and in different countries. Total refers to total 
relative contribution of studies performed in different countries, from the total number of studies we found. UK and Scotland, which belong to the United Kingdom, are 
displayed separately because that is how they are reported in the literature. New method refers to articles in which a new method (mostly involved with spatially 
explicit assessments) was developed. Countries with the highest percentages are highlighted in bold.  

Country Review Lab exp Modelling Workshop Field obs Field/Modelling Theoretical New method Interviews Total 
Arab Emirates   0.01       0.01 
Australia 0.01         0.01 
Brazil   0.01       0.01 
Canada   0.03  0.01 0.01    0.05 
China 0.01  0.02       0.03 
Colombia   0.01       0.01 
Denmark       0.01 0.01  0.01 
Europe 0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01   0.02 
France       0.01   0.01 
Germany   0.01       0.01 
Greece   0.01      0.01 0.01 
India   0.01       0.01 
Iran 0.01  0.01       0.01 
Ireland   0.03  0.02 0.01   0.01 0.06 
Italy 0.01 0.01 0.03    0.01   0.05 
Japan 0.01  0.01       0.02 
Malaysia 0.01  0.01    0.01   0.02 
Mexico 0.01       0.01  0.01 
New Zealand         0.01 0.01 
Norway   0.01    0.01   0.01 
Portugal   0.01  0.01 0.01  0.01  0.02 
Romania   0.01       0.01 
Russia       0.01   0.01 
Scotland 0.02  0.06 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.17 
South Korea 0.01  0.01       0.01 
Spain  0.01 0.03       0.04 
Spain/Mexico   0.01       0.01 
Spain/UK 0.01         0.01 
Sweden 0.01    0.03  0.01   0.04 
UK 0.02  0.06  0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01  0.13 
USA 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.18 
Global 0.01         0.01 
Total 0.18 0.02 0.44 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.04 0.03 1.00  
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resulting responses. 
We grouped the predictions of the potential environmental impacts 

of different ocean energy devices according to their potential effects, 
receptors and responses (Fig. 2). The relative frequency of each envi-
ronmental effect and the receptors varies according to the type of device 
(Fig. 3). Noise and collisions are the effects most frequently mentioned 
in the literature, regardless of the device. Altered hydro-sedimentary 
dynamics, habitat change, pollution (especially from the paint used to 
inhibit marine growth and biofouling), and electromagnetic fields are 
also of concern. Studies on the potential environmental impact of wave 
and tidal devices are much more frequent than of OTEC (Ocean Thermal 
Energy Conversion) and salinity gradients. 

Like environmental effects, environmental receptors also differ, 
depending on the type of device (Fig. 4). Benthic communities, fish, 
marine mammals, and birds are frequently mentioned (for all devices). 
When energy is harvested from waves and tides, the relevant receptors 
are physical changes in the shoreline, and marine fauna, turtles, 
plankton and invertebrates [26]. Most of the studies which focus on the 
responses of receptors such as fish, cetaceans and birds are still theo-
retical and preliminary, and rely mostly on revisions of how ocean 
ecosystems and species might respond to changes in the environment. 
Nevertheless, empirical evidence through field observations and labo-
ratory experiments is beginning to appear [27–36]. 

3.3. Systemic analysis of the interactions between stressors, effects, 
receptors, and their responses 

The multivariate analyses were performed considering the effects of 
different energy devices and the receptors most frequently mentioned in 
the literature (Fig. 5). The analysis which focused on the potential ef-
fects of ocean energy devices explained a substantial percentage of the 
variance, mostly in axis 1 (81.3%), showing that wave and tidal energy 
devices are very likely to induce noise, collision, wave or tidal alter-
ations, and habitat changes. In turn, for salinity, the effects most 
frequently mentioned are water quality and, for OTEC, entrapment and 
entrainment (Fig. 5a). 

Multivariate analysis was performed considering the keywords most 
frequently mentioned in the literature, which varied according to the 
type of energy. Again, the system responses were organized according to 
the wave energy devices. Environmental receptors receive the impact of 
the alterations or modifications generated by the above-mentioned 
environmental stressors (Fig. 5a). Like the analysis for effects, the first 

principal component accounted for a large percentage of the variance 
(95.2%) (Fig. 5b). The receptors most frequently mentioned in the 
literature search were similar for wave and tidal energies: benthic 
communities, marine fauna, marine mammals, birds, shoreline, wave or 
tidal attributes and invertebrates. Regarding OTEC, the effect on fish and 
plankton is that most frequently mentioned in the literature. In our 
literature review we did not find clear receptors for salinity gradient 
devices. 

Finally, a systemic analysis was performed according to the stressors, 
effects, receptors and responses (Fig. 6). We subdivided environmental 
stressors into three broad categories: the functioning device, the phys-
ical presence of a device, and mooring. As expected, most of the studies 
focus on the impacts of functioning devices, because this is the most 
long-lasting stressor. The most frequently mentioned effects of func-
tioning devices are noise, collision, habitat change, hydro-sedimentary 
alterations, wave/tidal modifications and decreased water quality. 

Noise mostly affects marine fauna, marine mammals and fish, 
resulting in altered behaviour, injuries and even death [37–41]. 
Nevertheless, noise also acts as orientation cues for the pelagic larvae of 
reef fishes and crustaceans [42]. Similarly, collision is likely to affect the 
same animals as noise, but here, seabirds are also mentioned as potential 
receptors, because of their diving behaviour in order to catch fish [8]. In 
both cases, modifications in the food web are expected [43,44]. Habitat 
changes and altered hydro-sedimentary dynamics induced by the func-
tioning devices affect the biota (marine fauna, marine mammals, and 
fish), including turtles, invertebrates, and benthic communities. The 
results include alterations or loss of biodiversity, the arrival of invasive 
species, and the potential loss of coastal ecosystems such as coral reefs, 
and seagrass beds [45–48]. Altered hydro-sedimentary dynamics may 
also induce shoreline changes through erosion and sediment accumu-
lation, resulting in beach erosion and loss of coastal dunes [49,50]. 
Similarly, modifications in wave-tidal dynamics may also affect shore-
line dynamics and coastal ecosystems [51,52] or existing infrastructure 
[53]. Finally, reduced water quality may affect marine ecosystems and 
plankton, resulting in altered primary productivity and changed food 
webs [28,43]. 

The physical presence of the devices may also impact the biota 
through collision and habitat changes, affecting species mentioned 
earlier for noise, with similar responses. In addition, the physical pres-
ence of the devices creates artificial reefs and alters the sea floor. These 
affect the benthic communities (benthos, coral reefs, seagrass beds), 
which might induce a secondary succession process and promote the 

Fig. 3. Potential environmental impacts of ocean energy devices, based on the literature review (N = 190 studies).  
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arrival of invasive species and result in altered, or loss of, biodiversity 
[54–56]. The above changes contribute to an increasing risk of extinc-
tion for seagrass species [57]. 

Mooring is the stressor least frequently mentioned in the literature 
(Fig. 6). Like the physical presence of devices, it is expected to induce 
habitat changes, modify hydro-sedimentary dynamics and induce 
changes in the sea floor. The receptors and their corresponding re-
sponses are similar to those described above. 

In the literature review few feedbacks were found on how the 
functionality of the devices may be affected by, for example, the re-
ceptors or their responses. The only explicit mention concerns the po-
tential effect of biofouling (arrival of biota to the new substrates) on the 
functionality and structural integrity of the devices (the weight may be 
more than 33 kg per square metre) [58]. Various projects are underway 
to face this problem without affecting the environment, through the use 
of biocides, for instance Ref. [59]. 

Fig. 4. Potential environmental receptors of the impacts induced by ocean energy devices, based on the literature review (N = 190 studies).  

Fig. 5. Multivariate analysis (PCA) exploring the relative frequency of the effects of environmental stressors (a) amd environmental receptors (b) likely to be affected 
by the operation of different ocean energy devices (tidal, wave, ocean thermal energy conversion, OTEC, and salinity gradient), according to the scientific litera-
ture reviewed. 
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4. Discussion 

Ocean energy harvesting and resultant environmental impacts are 
complex systems in which causes and effects are often indirect, and 
variable over space and time. Assessing the ecological implications is 
therefore very important while these new technologies are being 
developed [60,61]. Unanticipated side-effects are likely to occur, and a 
systems-thinking approach can be useful in preparing for unexpected 
events. This approach integrates information from various sources and 
different types, and examines the links and interactions between the 
components that comprise the system defined by the MRE devices and 
their potential impacts on the environment [19]. The aim of the litera-
ture review performed in this study was to analyse the evidence avail-
able up to now on the potential environmental impacts of ocean energy 
harvesting. Using a systematic approach four interacting elements were 
considered: stressors, effects, receptors and responses. With a systemic 
analysis, we can integrate the four elements (stressor, effect, receptor 
and response) that comprise environmental impact, identify information 
gaps and suggest mitigation strategies. 

4.1. Information gaps 

Although an increasing amount of scientific evidence on ocean en-
ergy harvesting is being published, there are still many information gaps 
to be filled concerning the potential environmental consequences. The 
limited number of studies available are mostly literature reviews 
showing how natural ecosystems work, without the energy-harvesting 
devices, which then infer potential and expected changes. Laboratory 
studies usually focus on single, scaled turbines [30,33,35], while field 
observations are only just emerging, focusing on fish [62]; seabirds [63]; 
fish and seabirds [64,65]; benthic and epibenthic communities [29,66]; 
and marine mammals [37,67]. There is still a considerable lack of in-
formation on how ocean-harvesting devices will modify the environ-
ment, the potential receptors, and how these will respond. Indeed, it is 
necessary to ascertain whether there is a conflict between the 

conservation of ecosystems and species, and the development of marine 
renewable energy [68]. 

The methods used to determine the impact of ocean energy har-
vesting vary, although reviews and modelling exercises are the most 
frequently used. Laboratory experiments and field observations are 
more prevalent now, as new devices are developed and tested, each 
accounting for approximately half the total number of studies. It is worth 
noting that, except for the USA, there are few studies focused on envi-
ronmental impacts of ocean energy harvesting in countries within the 
hurricane belt, only in China [69], Japan [70] and Mexico [55]. The 
conditions produced during these events (wave energy and height, storm 
surge, winds, sediment removal) should be considered when defining 
sites for ocean energy harvesting in hurricane-prone areas. Strategies 
and costs for deploying equipment will differ considerably and so will 
maintenance. The costs of structural design and calculation of infra-
structural over-resistance in sites of notable recurrence of natural events 
such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and tsunamis, or of changing 
geotechnical conditions, such as sedimentary consolidation, should also 
be taken into consideration. 

The environmental impacts of each energy device vary according to 
how they function [6]. The environmental effects, receptors and their 
responses depend on the device and the environmental conditions where 
they are deployed. This highlights the need for local, site specific, studies 
rather than generalized assessments. For example, the depth of the 
continental shelf should be considered because it affects both the 
establishment and distribution of coastal ecosystems, as well as 
hydro-sedimentary dynamics. Thus, if ocean energy devices were 
installed in shallow waters, vulnerable coastal ecosystems such as sea-
grass beds and coral reefs [46,47,71] would be at risk. 

The literature shows several environmental receptors, such as nurs-
eries for fish and aquatic invertebrates, coral reefs, and seagrass beds, as 
well as coastal ecosystems (beach, coastal dunes, mangroves, and 
coastal lagoons) that are particularly sensitive to environmental 
changes. While most coastal ecosystems are considered in the literature, 
we did not find studies on mangroves and coastal lagoons, which are 

Fig. 6. Sankey diagram showing the interaction between environmental stressors and their effects on environmental receptors and their responses, based on the 
literature review (N = 190 refereed articles). 
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Table 3 
Summary of the potential impacts of different ocean energy devices, considering environmental effects, receptors and 
recommendations for mitigation (information from Refs. [31,84] and the literature review carried out). 
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likely to be affected. 
In addition, the population size of large keystone and charismatic 

vertebrates, such as marine mammals, sea turtles, birds, are likely to be 
reduced [64,67,72], affecting ecosystem functionality. The interactions 
between coastal ecosystems occur through hydro-sedimentary and bio-
logical fluxes [73,74], so if one of these is modified, a cascade effect is 
likely to occur. Therefore, the potential impacts of ocean energy devices 
must be assessed taking into consideration that marine and coastal en-
vironments are complex and dynamic systems. 

Using a systemic approach, it is also relevant to consider how the 
biota will affect the operational effectiveness of ocean-energy devices. 
The biological colonization of infrastructure placed in the ocean, such as 
oil platforms and energy devices, can become very productive ecosys-
tems [75]. On the other hand, the biofouling process that occurs on the 
devices can rapidly become a problem. We found studies that assessed 
the biofouling processes [48,76] as well as the hydrodynamic conse-
quences of biofouling on marine renewable energy infrastructure [28, 
77]. While anti-fouling paints are commonly used to reduce such 
adverse effects, these have been found to have toxic environmental 
consequences [78,79]. Finding alternatives to these paints is thus 
increasingly sought after to reduce the environmental impact of ocean 
energy devices (see for example [59,80]). 

Finally, information gaps in the ocean energy sector may find that 
know how from the sectors that are more advanced, such as offshore 
wind energy, can be applied for shared elements such as mooring and 
seabed foundations. The environmental impact of offshore wind energy 
has been thoroughly studied by 44 and could therefore provide useful 
information for ocean energy production. 

4.2. Mitigation measures and monitoring 

The first consideration when choosing mitigation measures is the 
location of the ocean energy devices: these should offer optimal condi-
tions for ocean energy harvesting, but also be where the environmental 
impact is minimal. Once the devices are installed, it is necessary to 
measure the environmental impacts (e.g., alterations in the hydro- 
sedimentary conditions) and receptors (e.g., marine fauna), allowing 
new strategies to be designed that control and minimize the impacts 
[81]. 

Mitigation measures should be accompanied by long-term moni-
toring of environmental conditions prior, during and after the installa-
tion of ocean-energy devices. Nevertheless, there are very few project 
sites [37,40,82] with a long-term dataset from continuous monitoring of 
the environmental (physical-chemical conditions) and the biological 
(plants and animals) attributes, including variations in abundance, dis-
tribution, and behaviour at different temporal (daily, seasonal, annual 
or supra-annual) and spatial (local, regional) scales. While the available 
information is limited, it is still useful, even though it leaves significant 
gaps in the understanding of how the biotic and abiotic elements func-
tion and interact [15] and will respond to ocean energy devices. 

A major impact of MRE devices on the marine environment is that 
they provide a new substrate and biophysical conditions for the estab-
lishment and propagation of biofouling benthic non-native species. 
These benthic assemblages create a new habitat for the colonization of 
epibenthic species and fish seeking food and/or protection [83]. 

In Table 3, we show a summary of potential environmental effects 
and receptors and recommend mitigation and control strategies for each 
potential impact. The determination of these environmental effects and 
receptors depends on knowledge of how disturbed coastal ecosystems 
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function, in comparison with those that are undisturbed. 
As with any revision analysis, certain caveats should be considered. 

First, given that the technology is new, and is still being developed, all 
studies regarding potential impacts in the environment necessarily focus 
on prototypes and demonstration devices. Probably, the impact of 
commercial energy farms will be greater and different from the findings 
currently available on single (or a few), smaller scale devices. Thus, as 
technology develops and ocean energy farms are deployed, the oppor-
tunity to fully understand the environmental impacts and how to miti-
gate them will be more realistic; the earlier work on prototypes may 
offer a head start. Initially there was a time lag between the onset of 
studies regarding ocean energy harvesting technology and the potential 
impacts this has on the environment, but these are now being studied in 
tandem, fortunately. Undoubtedly, works determining the environ-
mental impacts of MRE devices are few, but they are gradually growing 
in number [6]. As the new technologies develop, it will be of upmost 
significance to identify the real impacts of ocean energy farms, deployed 
at real scale and with a large number of devices, and to determine if the 
area of influence, and the impacts on populations are biologically sig-
nificant. Mitigation measures and their effectiveness need also to be 
fully explored beyond prototypes and models [85]. 

Second, although we may be able learn from other renewable energy 
technologies that are more fully developed than MRE (such as offshore 
wind energy), it is important to be aware of the peculiarities of all 
coastal zones in terms of their dynamics, and environmental heteroge-
neity, making the collection of local data essential [90]. Transferring 
information from one location (and energy device) to another may lead 
to errors in the assessment of environmental impacts and may trigger 
irreversible damage. An accurate diagnosis (from initial setting to 
dismantling) for each locality and energy device is necessary to fully 
understand potential environmental impacts. 

Third, the magnitude of the effects and responses were not outlined 
and analysed in this study. In fact, the magnitude of the environmental 
impacts is seldom mentioned in most of the studies we analysed, as these 
were mainly performed through literature revisions or numerical 
modelling exercises, which do not explore the magnitude of the impact. 
In contrast, field observations and laboratory experiments do offer in-
formation on the magnitude of the impacts, however they only account 
for 13% of the studies. Of course, it is not possible to make general 
statements regarding the magnitude of the effects, because this will 
depend on the location, energy device deployed, size, arrangement, and 
number of devices. Thus, we only focused on the consequences, not on 
the magnitude of these. When MRE devices are deployed in their specific 
locations, local studies and monitoring of environmental impacts will be 
useful to facilitate mitigation actions to decrease such impacts. 

Fourth, equating the frequency of occurrence of an effect mentioned 
in the literature should not be linked with the relevance of the effect as 
such. The literature may be skewed towards studying some effects over 
others, disregarding the relative impacts of each. For instance, the fact 
that noise was most frequently mentioned in wave and tidal energy does 
not mean that OTEC systems are unlikely to induce noise. Other factors 
such as funding sources, or the specific interests of the researchers may 
be driving the frequency with which environmental impacts are studied. 

5. Conclusions 

Ocean energy is a promising alternative to reduce the emissions of 
CO2 into the atmosphere, but care must be taken so that its environ-
mental impacts are as low as possible. Currently, many devices are being 
deployed and tested around the world and it is expected that their 
number will increase in the coming years. In this study, we reviewed 
published journal and conference papers that cover environmental 
impact assessments of ocean energy converters. Undoubtedly, there are 
uncertainties around the effects that those devices may produce in the 
environment, and while the number of projects aiming to assess this 
issue is relatively low, the number of marine energy converters that are 

being developed and tested is rising. The lack of prototypes operating in 
real-sea conditions is also a hindrance to conclusions based on practical 
evidence. Therefore, this article will be of interest to a wide variety of 
readers from different sectors, including scientists interested in the issue 
(biologists, oceanographers, engineers); those developing energy con-
verters, who could adjust their prototype designs to meet forthcoming 
EIA requirements; the public sector and regulators who will make de-
cisions regarding marine spatial planning. Because of its relevance, it is 
necessary to create an inventory of potential impacts, considering ef-
fects, receptors and responses. Environmental considerations related to 
ocean energy devices should be of concern to government agencies, 
enterprises, project developers and the public in general. 

The implementation of environmental monitoring and mitigation 
technologies requires multidisciplinary efforts to obtain clean and 
renewable energy effectively, and to maintain healthy and functional 
ecosystems. Prior to, or alongside the deployment of such devices, 
environmental impacts must be considered. 

Field and laboratory experiments are necessary to design prototypes, 
and to establish robust baselines to determine and mitigate potential 
environmental impacts of the different ocean-energy production de-
vices. This would allow evaluation, both quantitative and qualitative, of 
the changes in environmental parameters and the structure and func-
tioning of ecosystems, including biodiversity. At the same time, the cost- 
benefit relation of these technological innovations for ocean energy 
exploitation should be taken into consideration. 

Finally, only through the interaction of empirical/experimental 
evaluation with quantitative modelling will we be able to define the 
limits of environmental stressors, beyond which natural ecosystems lose 
resilience, and their integrity and functioning collapse. As well as the 
potential impacts of ocean energy devices, coastal and marine ecosys-
tems are also being affected by other stressors (overexploitation, sedi-
ment and nutrient runoff, invasive species, disease, overgrazing, algal 
blooms, and the superimposed impacts of global warming, ocean acid-
ification, introduced species, and emerging diseases) [86,87]. Current 
management practices should be able to rely on a systemic under-
standing of how ecosystems respond to, and recover from, increasing 
human impacts [88,89]. To achieve this, the establishment of a baseline 
of optimal ecosystem conditions is necessary. It is also important to 
determine the cost/benefit ratios of multifunctional devices (used for 
shoreline protection, fisheries, restoration) and compare them with 
traditional technologies. More work is required to identify the full range 
of environmental stressors and receptors to be considered and integrated 
into the governmental decision process. However, we should be aware 
that there are no zero-risk renewable energy devices; they do not exist 
and never will [90]. So, we should not mislead ourselves and others into 
believing in a zero-risk strategy. Instead, we should accept residual risks, 
and work towards minimizing them as much as possible, based on 
growing information and knowledge, as well as the needs of society. 
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